Repeated phosphopeptide motifs in Claspin mediate the regulated binding of Chk1.
In vertebrates, the checkpoint-regulatory kinase Chk1 mediates cell-cycle arrest in response to a block in DNA replication or to DNA damaged by ultraviolet radiation. The activation of Chk1 depends on both Claspin and the upstream regulatory kinase ATR. Claspin is a large acidic protein that becomes phosphorylated and binds to Chk1 in the presence of checkpoint-inducing DNA templates in Xenopus egg extracts. Here we identify, by means of deletion analysis, a region of Claspin of 57 amino acids that is both necessary and sufficient for binding to Xenopus Chk1. This Chk1-binding domain contains two highly conserved repeats of approximately ten amino acids. A serine residue in each repeat (serine 864 and serine 895) undergoes phosphorylation during a checkpoint response. A mutant of Claspin containing non-phosphorylatable amino acids at positions 864 and 895 cannot bind to Chk1 and is unable to mediate its activation. Our results indicate that two phosphopeptide motifs in Claspin are essential for checkpoint signalling.